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Ship to ship transfer ends 
with a touch of bows

SAFETY MOMENT OF THE MONTH

A tanker with nine port shackles 
was involved in Ship to Ship (STS) 
transfer, the STS supervisor requested 
the discharging vessel to heave up 
five shackles and remain anchored 
with four shackles in the water. The 
receiving vessel started moving away 
from discharging vessel using her bow 
thruster and main engine. When the 
distance between the vessels was about 
15-20 metres, the supervisor thought 
that the bow thruster of the receiving 
vessel was sucking a fender rope and so 
he stopped the thruster. The prevailing 
current caused the bow of the receiving 
vessel to drift towards the discharging 
vessel resulting in a slight contact 
between both vessels. 

The unmooring manoeuvre was suspended, and 
the discharging vessel heaved up her anchor fully. 
Once the anchor was retrieved, the unmooring 
operation was resumed underway and the 
vessels were successfully separated. 

Lessons learned
1. Weather conditions were optimum, and as 

such the unmooring operation could have 
been carried out safely. A well-coordinated 
STS unmooring while underway gives more 
‘leverage’ over external forces such as current.

2. Ship personnel should be well prepared not 
only to implement properly the safety and risk 
control measures already established but to 
assess and react effectively to any new hazard 
that might occur.
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ESM seafarers receive MPA’s 
MaritimeSG Care awards

** The monthly safety moment is collected from various sources associated with the Maritime 
industry for educational purpose and is not necessarily an actual incident from the ESM fleet.**

Continued on Page 9

Continued on Page 8

Chief Engineer Shaun Gerald D’Souza 
and Capt. Vipin Mahlawat were 
conferred with the MaritimeSG Care 
Excellence and the MaritimeSG Care 
Commendation award, respectively. 

Announced on 30th November 2021 
at the Completion of Tuas Port Phase 
1 Reclamation Event, the pinnacle 
award launched by the Maritime and 
Port Authority of Singapore (MPA) 
recognizes maritime personnel who 
achieved excellence by going over and 
beyond the call of duty to demonstrate 
care for their colleagues amidst the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

Mr S. Iswaran, Minister of Transport and 
Minister-in-charge of Trade Relations, was the 
guest-of-honour for this event. He congratulated 
and thanked awardees for their resilient efforts in 
supporting their colleagues amidst a challenging 
period. Naming CE Shaun as one example, he 

Seventy-four 
vessel crew 
changes amid 
new COVID 
concerns

ESM NEWS

Owing to the opening of many 
borders across the globe in the month 
of November, a total of 74 vessel 
crew changes were conducted. 

India has opened its borders to international 
travellers thereby easing the crew change 
process. The Ministry of Civil Aviation on 
November 24 announced that India will 
resume regular international flights towards 
the end of the year. However, this decision 
is presently under review due to the current 
global situation.  

Singapore has opened its borders to Indian 

Awardees: (L-R) CE Shaun Gerald DSouza, Capt. Vipin 
Mahlawat
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Letter from ESM
However much we were looking forward to bidding adieu to the year 
2021 in anticipation of a Covid-free 2022, it may not be the case. But 
going by the activities and reports of November, we are glad that we had 
a pretty busy and exciting month to celebrate.

Our front-page news announces the proud winners of the MaritimeSG Care awards by the 
Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA) for the exemplary care and innovation 
they showed to their team and for finding solutions during a crisis. Hearty congratulations 
to CE Shaun Gerald DSouza and Captain Vipin Mahlawat for their ingenuity and genuine 
care for their teammates onboard. We are pleased to carry the report in this newsletter.

The crew of Velos Fortuna made us equally proud as they assisted two crew members 
of the disabled sailing vessel Wind Dancer near the south coast of Haiti a few weeks 
back. Capt. Suyash Prakash and CE Anant Natarajan deserve our commendation and 
appreciation for excellent seamanship and professionalism.

Another proud moment for both ESM and SIMS is seeing three SIMS graduate female 
cadets setting foot onboard ESM ships to start their new life as sailors. Welcome aboard, 
Nautical cadet Lakshmipriya and Smruti, as well as Junior Engineer Trainee Pooja! We are 
confident that with their training at SIMS, we are looking at extraordinary leaders ahead. 
Going forward, female officers will be the norm, than exceptions onboard ESM ships.

SIMS never fails to bring in uplifting and exciting news regularly to report in this newsletter. 
This month we are proud to display their initiatives on maritime training for external 
customers and stakeholders. Capt. Vincent Fernandes, Vice-principal of SIMS, Mumbai, 
took part as a specialist on “Passage planning on ECDIS” for the “Ask an Expert” series in 
a collaborative series with the UK P&I club.

Two main articles in the newsletter will make a fascinating read considering the topics 
they have dwelt on, i.e. Challenges of anchoring in “OPL” areas off Singapore by HSEQA 
Superintendent Paul Benhur and Outlook for dry bulk market by Capt Vinod Dubey of 
Adhart Shipping. It would not be wise to skip the two articles on health and environment, 
considering the highly relevant wealth of the latest information. 

Month’s festivities celebrated across the organisation - be it onboard or ashore - have 
also found space in the newsletter. We look forward to receiving such reports of onboard 
celebrations in the coming month. 

We are happy to announce the final round of the creativity contest for the year 2021 - 
“Hopes and Goals for 2022”, and looking at the response for the earlier ones, we hope 
this will once again bring out the talents onboard ships across the ESM fleet. Do join in 
and let us know the hidden creativity amongst you.

Finally, no matter what the world has gone through the months, the year is sure to end 
with cheers and happiness brought in by Christmas. Please enjoy the festivities, cheer each 
other up and remember the joy lies in sharing and distributing kindness around more than 
anything else.

Merry Christmas and safe sailing to you all,

Sikha Singh
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ships were held for over eight months and not 
allowed to sail out.

3. As per Malaysia Shipping Notice 5/2014, If a 
vessel is anchoring in a non-anchorage area 
in Malaysian waters, the owner or agent of 
the ship shall be guilty of an offence and 
shall, on conviction, be liable to a fine not 
exceeding RM 50,000 to 100,000 (Approx. 
US$ 12,000 to 24,000 or imprisonment for a 
term not exceeding two years or to both. 

4. Singapore Shipping Association issued the 
advisory (SSA/017/19/EML) on Enforcement 
efforts by the Indonesian government to 
combat illegal smuggling.

5. MPA Circulars 03 of 2017 & 08 of 2019 
highlight the Prohibition of anchoring in the 
Straits of Malacca and Singapore.

Measures to be taken by the vessel:
1. An International maritime boundary is 

marked in the ECDIS, as shown above. Master 
and the navigating officers to conduct due 
diligence when navigating or carrying out 
any operation (Anchoring, STS, Crew change, 
receiving bunkers, stores, etc.) near territorial 
waters. 

2. Ships’ staff must not come under commercial 
pressure to “quickly carry out the job” in 
these waters to save port dues. Besides the 
fines and possible imprisonment, the safety of 
the vessel is at risk.

3. Before anchoring near any territorial waters, 
the Master must check with the local agent 
about the position.

Conclusion: 
Vessels that anchor in unregistered areas or do 
not inform the requisite authorities to save on 
port dues in this situation are always at a risk 
of incurring fines, imprisonment, extended delays 
and reputational loss. None of the penalties or 
off-hire charges is covered by insurance as the 
vessel did not comply with the legal requirement 
of informing the proper authorities. Indeed an 
example of being “penny wise, pound foolish”.

The port of Singapore’s is strategically 
located amid the busiest shipping 
routes. It has progressed tremendously 
over the years, with traffic to and 
from SE Asia, South Asia and Europe 
using these routes girding Singapore 
waters. Hence, it is a hub for bunkering, 
container transhipment, crew changes, 
and stores supplies – it is also a place 
for ships to wait for orders because of 
the various probabilities of load and 
discharge ports in and around and 
originating from the area. 

For ships to wait safely, they are required to 
anchor. Anchoring inside the port limits is 
safe and convenient. However, shipowners or 
charterers are liable to pay the harbour dues & 
pilotage charges for using these anchorages. 
Hence, it is common for the ships to anchor off-
OPL (Outer Port Limit) Singapore and wait for 
orders for the past many years.

Let’s first visit the requirements under which 
any ship’s movement or passage may be termed 
“innocent passage” to determine whether 
anchoring in these “OPL” areas in such a way is 
legal or not,

Innocent Passage: A vessel executes a clear 
passage wherein she traverses the coastal state’s 
territorial sea continuously and expeditiously, not 
stopping or anchoring except in force majeure 
(Force majeure events are usually defined as 
specific acts, events or circumstances beyond 
the control of the parties, for example, natural 
disasters or the outbreak of hostilities) situations. 
Local States have the authority to detain and 
penalize vessels that are not complying with the 
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 
(UNCLOS) defined innocent passage regulations. 
This is expeditiously followed the world over, 
except in some areas; Singapore OPL is one due 
to confusion in territorial waters. 

There are no international waters within the 
Singapore Strait. Vessels routinely used to anchor 
at the Eastern and Western extremities of the TSS 
and Singapore Strait to take bunkers, receive 
stores, effect personnel transfers, await orders 
for the next voyage or dry dock, etc. While these 
locations may have been outside Singapore port 
limits and the TSS, they were (and are) still within 

Challenges of anchoring in 
“OPL areas” off Singapore

TECHNICAL NEWS

the territorial waters of one of the three States 
concerned, namely Singapore, Malaysia and 
Indonesia, implying that the vessels  are indeed 
in breach of innocent passage requirements
Often these neighbouring States (Malaysia/ 
Indonesia and Singapore) dispute territorial 
sovereignty to maritime features in the Singapore 
Strait. However, Singapore is responsible for 
maintaining the safety of navigation in the 
Singapore Strait Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) 
regardless of whose waters the TSS covers.

Anchoring or Drifting in so-called OPL areas: 
Vessels often choose an undesignated area to 
avoid port dues. If a vessel anchors or drifts in 
such areas in Malaysian/ Indonesian/ Singapore 
waters, the owner or agent of the ship shall 
be guilty of an offence. If convicted, the vessel 
and Master may be fined or imprisoned or both. 
Owners in this situation not only face extended 
delays to their boat but are charged a significant 
fine that their P&I underwriters will not cover. 
These costs are substantially higher than port 
dues.

In recent times, both Malaysian and Indonesian 
governments have taken strong action using 
their navies to handle this issue of ships blatantly 
using their territorial waters for anchoring or 
drifting in the OPL Singapore areas. Find the 
details of some of these cases below:

Measures taken by the Coastal states:
1. In March 2021, the Malaysia Maritime 

Enforcement Agency (MMEA) conducted an 
operation they termed ‘Ops Jangka Haram’ 
(which translates to “operation anchoring 
illegally”) when they discovered that waters 
East of Johor had become a “hotspot” 
for foreign vessels to anchor without due 
permission from the authorities. In seven 
days, the patrol team detected 105 vessels 
anchoring illegally. This operation involved 
five of MMEA’s ships, four patrol teams, two 
helicopters and two teams from the Special 
Task and Rescue Force (PTK). This information 
was publicized online as a warning to those 
who may choose to anchor in their waters.

2. Earlier in March 2019, the Indonesian Navy 
had detained close to 20 vessels for territorial 
violations. The news suggested these were 
primarily for anchoring illegally, and some 

By Capt. Paul Benhur, HSEQA Superintendent
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COMMERCIAL

Outlook for drybulk market in 2022 

In the previous article, we addressed 
the skyrocketing of the dry bulk freight 
rate market and two major wings 
that assisted this soaring: improved 
post-pandemic demand for dry bulk 
commodities across the globe and slow 
fleet growth. 

While we do not expect these two factors to 
change overnight, ironically, the dry bulk industry 
recently saw a drastic drop bringing a Panamax 
daily earning from USD 35,000 to USD 20,000 
within weeks. It may appear to some that the dry 
bulk market balloon that drove dry bulk rates 
to more than 13-year highs in September and 
October has finally burst. 

In this article, we explore the leading causes of 
this sudden correction and market outlook for 
2022. 

Among various causes, the one which stands out is 
the reduction in congestion at Chinese ports. 
The release of nearly 200 additional vessels onto 
the international market in a short span led to a 
shift in the supply/ demand balance in the Pacific 
with a knock-on effect globally. There is no easing 
off in Covid related quarantine. Still, the reason is 
the reduced number of vessels arriving in China 
due to power outages and reductions in industrial 
activity such as steel production in China.

To understand the 2022 dry bulk outlook, let us 
evaluate the potential on both sides of the scale, 
i.e. supply and demand. 

Basis low orderbooks and increased shipyard 
deliveries slippage rate following the 2021 
tremendous increase in container vessels order, 
dry bulk Fleet growth is projected to be marginal 
in 2022. Hence, the demand-supply growth 
balance is expected to remain in favour of 
demand.

On the demand side, we review the global 
demand and then narrow it down to review the 
demand of vital drybulk commodities such as 
Coal, Iron and Grain. 

Q4 2021 saw a rally in metal prices which assisted 
the dry bulk market. This inflation has been 

demand-driven, further pushed by 
economic stimulus and, on top of that 
- supply bottlenecks. High commodity 
prices in 2021 are likely to trigger a 
supply response from miners, which 
may lead to disruptions in industrial 
production stemming from current 
energy-related commodity shortages. 
Hence, the shortage of commodities 
will continue to push the market up.  

Talking of the dry bulk market, 
China takes the driving seat. China’s 
economic growth is expected 
to bounce back after the Winter 
Olympics in Q1 2022. This will ensure 
a recovery in crude steel production, 
absorbing the iron ore stockpiles 
being built up.

The future of Coal demand continues to remain 
bright. A trade war between China and Australia 
combined with colder winter (heating season ) in 
China will continue to support  Coal demand in 
the short term.

Global Grains, especially Soyabean demand, 
is expected to remain high amid bumper crops 
projected from major exporters for 2022.

In a nutshell, with slow supply growth and 
a favourable demand outlook, the dry bulk 
freight market is likely to stabilize in 2022 
or see some improvements from its current 
status.

By Capt. Vinod Dubey, Assistant Manager, Adhart

ESM NEWS

Capt. Vinod Dubey releases his second book  
Capt. Vinod Dubey, Assistant 
Manager, Adhart Shipping has 
authored his second book titled 
“Weekendwali Kavita”, a collection 
of poems on life, relationships and 
seafaring in Hindi.  

Popular for his poems among members of 
the seafaring community, Capt Vinod’s new 
book addresses the challenges faced by 
the community during the peak COVID-19 
pandemic period. He previously published 
his first fictional book, “Indiyapa” in 2018.  

Our heartiest congratulations to Capt. Vinod for 
the release of his book and we wish him much 
success ahead! 

Capt. Vinod is currently Assistant Manager at 
Adhart Shipping, Singapore, the chartering 
and commercial arm of the Executive Group of 
Companies. He joined the shore team at ESM, 
Singapore in 2014 as HSEQA Superintendent 
after sailing for four years on ESM managed 
vessels.  
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Exposure to deadly urban heat worldwide 
has tripled in recent decades
A study examining 13,000 cities 
worldwide found the number of days 
in which inhabitants are exposed to 
extreme heat and humidity has tripled 
since the 1980s, a trend that now affects 
a quarter of the global population. 

Cities now hold more than half of the world’s 
population. Due to the sparse vegetation and 
abundance of concrete and other impervious 
surfaces that can trap and concentrate heat, 
temperatures tend to be higher in such areas. 
Known as the “Urban Heat Island effect”, it 
increases energy costs (e.g., air conditioning), 
air pollution levels, heat-related illnesses, pre-
existing health conditions, and mortality.

To conduct the study, researchers combined 
infrared satellite imagery and readings from 

thousands of ground instruments to determine 
maximum daily heat and humidity in 13,115 
cities from 1983 to 2016. Extreme heat was 
defined as 30 degrees on the “wet-bulb globe 
temperature” scale, a measurement that 
considers the multiplier effect of high humidity 
on human physiology. 

A wet-bulb reading of 30 is the rough equivalent 
of 106 degrees Fahrenheit (41°C) on the heat 
index. At this point, most healthy people find 
it hard to function outside for long, and the 
unhealthy might become very ill or even die. 
Researchers matched weather data with statistics 
on the cities’ populations over the same time to 
measure the number of days a person spent in 
such conditions.  

The analysis revealed the number of city dwellers 

exposed to harsh conditions went from 40 billion 
per year in 1983 to 119 billion in 2016. By 
2016, 1.7 billion people were subjected to such 
conditions on multiple days. Urban population 
growth accounted for two-thirds of the exposure 
spike, while actual warming contributed a third, 
varying from region to region and city to city.

Most-affected cities tend to cluster in the low 
latitudes (near the equator), but other areas 
are also being affected. The worst-hit city was 
Dhaka, Bangladesh, which saw an increase of 
575 million person-days of extreme heat over the 
study period. Its ballooning population increased 
from 4 million in 1983 to 22 million today caused 
eighty per cent of the exposure. The remaining 
twenty per cent was from environmental 
warming. Other big cities showing similar 

MIND YOUR BODY

A study conducted by the American 
Heart Association found that young 
adults have fewer heart attacks and 
are less likely to develop cardiovascular 
disease when they eat healthier – plant-
based foods.

A plant-based diet is associated with numerous 
health benefits. It has also gained popularity in 
recent years for numerous reasons ranging from 
personal health to animal rights to environmental 
concerns related to factory farming. A plant-
based diet consists of plant foods, including fruit, 
vegetables, grains, and legumes, and avoids 
meat, dairy, and eggs. Such foods are full of fibre, 
rich in vitamins and minerals, free of cholesterol, 
and low in calories and saturated fat. It should be 
noted that a plant-centred diet is not necessarily 
vegetarian. 

Research in this area previously focused on 
single nutrients or food; however, little to limited 
data was available for a plant-centred diet and 
the long-term risk of cardiovascular disease.  
The study examined the diet and occurrence of 
heart disease in nearly 5,000 adults between 
18 – 30 years old men and women who were 
free of cardiovascular disease at the time of 
enrolment in 1985 - 1986. Participants had eight 

Plant-centred diet reduces heart disease risks
follow-up exams from 1987- 1988 to 2015-2016 
that included lab tests, physical measurements, 
medical histories and assessment of lifestyle 
factors. Unlike randomized controlled trials, 
participants were not instructed to eat certain 
things. They were not told their scores on the diet 
measures so that the researchers could collect 
unbiased, long-term habitual diet data.

After detailed diet history interviews, the quality 
of the participant’s diets was scored at years 
0, 7 and 20 of the study. The food groups were 
classified into beneficial foods (such as fruits, 
vegetables, beans, nuts and whole grains); 
adverse foods (such as fried potatoes, high-fat 
red meat, salty snacks, pastries and soft drinks); 
and neutral foods (such as potatoes, refined 
grains, lean meats and shellfish) based on their 
known association with cardiovascular disease.

Participants who received higher scores ate 
various beneficial foods, while people who had 
lower scores ate more adverse foods. Overall, 
higher values correspond to a nutritionally rich, 
plant-centred diet. During 32 years of follow-
up, researchers found that 289 participants 
developed cardiovascular disease symptoms, 
including heart attack, stroke, heart failure, 
heart-related chest pain, or clogged arteries 

anywhere in the body.

People who scored in the top 20% on the long-
term diet quality score (meaning they ate the 
most nutritionally rich plant foods and fewer 
adversely rated animal products) were 52% 
less likely to develop cardiovascular disease. 
Factors including age, sex, race, average caloric 
consumption, education, parental history of 
heart disease, smoking and moderate physical 
activity were also considered. 

In addition, between years 7 and 20 of the study, 
participants aged 25 to 50, who improved their 
diet quality the most (eating more beneficial 
plant foods and fewer adversely rated animal 
products) were 61% less likely to develop 
subsequent cardiovascular disease. This was 
compared to the participants whose diet quality 
declined the most during that time. 

The American Heart Association Diet and Lifestyle 
Recommendations usually suggest an overall 
healthy dietary pattern that emphasizes various 
fruits and vegetables, whole grains, low-fat dairy 
products, skinless poultry and fish, nuts and 
legumes and non-tropical vegetable oils. It also 
advises limited saturated fat, trans fat, sodium, 
red meat, sweets and sugary drinks.

ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS

Continued on Page 10
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GME 29 and DNS 30 cadets graduate 
- Continued from Page 17

from Cadet Zibern Jesus Frank Correia from the 
GME course and Cadet Roopak Jain from the DNS 
batch as well as a group photograph.  

GME cadets joined the institution for the year 
long course on 08th October 2020 and attended 
online classes for the theoretical training till 31st 
March 2021.  They returned to the campus for 
practical training for four months from 05th July 
2021 till 03rd November 2021. Although the 
DNS batch joined later in 16th November 2020, 

they had a similar learning experience due to 
the pandemic, returning to the campus on 21st 
August 2021 for practical training.  

Sharing his experience at SIMS, GME Cadet Yash 
Pawar, Winner of Best Cadet said, “I have never 
stayed away from home, my parents or friends, 
so I had no idea how would I manage these 
challenges. But I soon realized that all these 
were my misconceptions as everyone was very 
helpful. SIMS have not only helped me to become 

GME29 graduates posing for a photo with SIMS faculty

a marine engineer but also to be a better person 
in life. The discipline that was inculcated in me is 
something that I will follow throughout my life.” 

GME Cadet Sachine Tandel noted the institution 
was instrumental in proactively keeping 
the cadets safe from COVID-19 with strict 
precautions. Commending their efforts he 
said, “Thanks to everyone’s support, we have 
managed to complete our course on time and we 
are very grateful for that.” 

Owing to the pandemic, DNS Cadet Vanshika 
Mishra, Winner of Best in English, Maritime 
History (MH) and Human Factors (HF) as well as 
Best Orator completed the theoretical aspect of 
the course online. She recalled feeling excited 
and nervous about moving to campus, knowing 
that it would be a different experience from 
learning from a screen as accustomed to in the 
past year. 

Life at SIMS left her with much pride and a 
sense of belonging. “That feeling of pride after 
completing our exams, the exhilarating feeling in 
every exciting and adventurous practical activity, 
the feeling of finally fitting into a place when you 
realize you can actually be very good at what 
you’ve chosen for yourself, knowing there are a 
lot of people who will work day and night until 
you get that feeling is what makes SIMS special.”  

Cadet Anagha Redkar said, “We enjoyed all the 
work as we learnt everything from ground work 
to professional navigation. In a nutshell SIMS 
taught us a lot about safety, time management, 
discipline and punctuality.”    

Our heartiest congratulations to all graduates 
and we look forward to their placement on ESM 
vessels in the time to come.  

The following prizes were awarded to cadets: 

29th batch of Graduate Marine Engineering cadets:
No Cadet Name  Prize
1 Yash Santosh Pawar  Best Cadet 
2 Zibern Jesus Frank Correia Best Orator
3 Karthikeyan C  Best Hands-on Training
4 Prakhar P Agrawal  Best in HSSE
5 Vishal Vijaybhai Tandel Best Cadet Captain
6 Visal M   2nd Best in Academics
7 Akash Kailas Kuyate  Best in Academics
8 Chirag Dhansukhbhai Tandel Most Popular Cadet
 

30th batch of Diploma in Nautical Sciences cadets:  
No Cadet Name   Prize 
1 Naman Gautam       Best Cadet 
2 Pawar Avishkar Sanjay     Best In Mathematics (Over All)
3 Dikshant Multonia      Best In Applied Science
4 Anson George Gino      Best In Stability And Construction
5 Roopak Nain      Best In Navigation
6 Dikshant Multonia    Best In Marpol & BME
7 Harsh Goyal       Best In Cargo Work, Seamanship & SWP
8 Vanshika Mishra        Best In English, MH & HF
9 Pawar Avishkar Sanjay       Best In Maritime Comm & Emergencies
10 Komesh Sharma     Best In HSSE And Hands On Training
11 Hirani Neel Kirit       Best In Academics
12 Pawar Avishkar Sanjay       1st Runner Up In Academics
13 Hirani Neel Kirit      Best Cadet Captain
14 Vanshika Mishra      Best Orator
15 Pratyush Tiwari       Most Popular Cadet
 

DNS30 graduates posing for a photo with SIMS faculty
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Creativity contest “Hopes and Goals for 2022” for 
seafarers launched - Continued from Page 17
Entries will be judged on crew camaraderie, 
creativity and originality, quality of the submitted 
entry.

We request all Masters and Chief Engineers 
onboard ESM fleet to encourage their crew to 
participate and submit their entries. Do take note 
of the terms and conditions as listed below to 
ensure validity of submission. For any further 
enquiries in relation to the competition, please 
e-mail Communications@executiveship.com.  

Terms and Conditions:  
• The competition is open to all sailing staff 

who are currently onboard ESM-managed 
vessels.  

• Participants may shoot videos using 
professional or mobile based cameras. 

• Personal protective equipment or safety gears 

must be worn as and when necessary. 
• When taking photos/videos, ensure 

compliance with laws and the safety 
precautions as set down by company and 
various authorities.  

• MUST adhere to all Workplace Health and 
Safety Measures and COVID-19 precautions.  

Videos taken:  
• On ships, all participants must comply 

with company’s HSSE procedures, i.e. only 
intrinsically safe cameras to be used in 
hazardous area of tanker’s deck.  

• MUST comply with the Terminal and/ or port 
regulations, especially those with regards to 
safety. 

• Be conscious of your surroundings. Do not 
endanger yourself or the lives of others. 

• Do not act in violation of a country’s laws and 
regulations. 

For submission:  
• Video MUST NOT exceed 2 minutes.   
• Video format must be MP4/MPEG/MOV.  
• Usage of free video editing applications are 

permitted. 
• Maximum file size accepted is 5 MB.  
• E-mail must include name of participant (s) 

(with the right spelling), seafarer ID, rank/
designation.  

Submit your entry at 
Communications@executiveship.com.   

Results will be announced in ENB February 
2022 issue.  

ESM NEWS

Female SIMS cadets from pioneering 
DNS and GME batches set sail 
DC Lakshmipriya Thalappillil Sajeevan 
and JET Pooja Kumari, pioneering 
female cadets from the DNS 29 and 
GME 28  batches at SIMS have signed 
on to Marlin Aventurine for their 
onboard training on 26th November 
2021. A third, DC Smruti Sajan 
Kumbalaparambil will sign onto Marlin 
Apatite in December.  

A passion for travel motivated JET Pooja to sign 
up for a career in Merchant Navy. Although she 
was discouraged by others many times, she 
remained determined in her pursuit. In fact, 
much of the cadets’ grit and determination was 
visible in their learning experience at SIMS where 
the opportunity to learn in campus was disrupted 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  

Although, they eventually made it back to 
campus for their practical training sessions, the 
two deck cadets graduated in March and the 
GME cadet in June 2021.  

Sharing about her excitement at signing on DC 
Lakshmipriya said, “It is a major turning point in 
my life, and I hope I can perform to the best of 
my abilities.”  

“It is our first onboard 
assignment, I’m excited 
and nervous because 
it’s time to put whatever 
we studied in college 
into practice.” JET Pooja 
added.  

Cadet Smruti said, 
“I’m looking forward 
to adapting to life 
onboard, living up 
to the expectations that I have of myself and 
others of me as well as acquiring new skills and 
knowledge.”  

Knowing that they may not have anticipated 
the challenges of being onboard, the cadets 
nevertheless maintained a positive outlook.  

DC Smruti hoped to take the challenge as it 
comes, “I am ready to overcome them and not 
let them hinder me from my training.” She said 
confidently.  

In countering them, they also hoped that they’d 
be mentored well by their seniors. “I wish to 
gain and imbibe the experiences received by 
our seniors in the best ways possible.” DC 

Lakshmipriya said.   

“We should listen to our seniors, not because 
they are always right, but because they have 
more experience in being wrong. They offer 
priceless wisdom that can sustain us in the long 
run – if we will keenly listen them.” DC Pooja 
said.  

The cadets hope to inspire more girls in batches 
ahead in their alumnus as well as externally to 
follow their footsteps in pursuing a career in 
maritime.  

We wish them a safe sailing journey and good 
health ahead.  

(L-R) Capt. Sumit Sahni, Capt. Anil Arora, JET Pooja Kumari, DC Smruti Sajan, 
DC Lakshmipriya, (Retd) Comd. Saxena
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commended his efforts, “His ingenuity enabled 
his crewmate to continue receiving oxygen until 
he was able to be medically evacuated.”  

Capt. Vipin and CE Shaun were nominated for 
the award by ESM for their clear demonstration 
of leadership, care and effective management of 
medical emergency onboard LPG/C Reference 
Point.  Following safety precautions laid the 
company such as measuring temperature and 
oxygen levels three times daily for 14 days on 
the departure of any port, a crew member was 
identified Covid positive onboard the vessel. 
Medical assistance was possible after six days 
as land was 1200nm away. The senior officers 
kept in contact with the shore doctor to keep the 
health of the affected crew member and the rest 
safe.  

Unfortunately, the crew member’s blood oxygen 
level dropped, and he was required to be 
administered with medical oxygen. Within three 
days of administering oxygen support and his 
deteriorating health, the ship ran out of medical 
oxygen. The vessel was still three days from land. 
In consultation with the company doctor and 
under dire circumstances with no alternative 
oxygen supply, it was collectively decided to use 

ESM seafarers receive MPA’s MaritimeSG Care 
awards - Continued from Page 1

three available industrial oxygen bottles onboard.  

Connecting the industrial bottles to the medical 
oxygen regulator to administer the supply to 
the crew member posed a challenge. Hence, 
CE Shaun along with Capt. Vipin employed 
their innovative techniques leading the crew in 
developing an effective solution by fabricating 
an adaptor as per the specific requirement of 
the regulator. With this new adapter in place, the 
three industrial oxygen bottles were utilised to 
provide oxygen supply until the personnel was 
safely evacuated in coordination with the ESM 
shore team, Owners, and Charterers.  

Mr S P Singh, Managing Director said, “At 
ESM, crew welfare and support remains our 
top priority. Leaders are at the forefront in the 
face of uncertainty and it’s heartening to see 
the senior leadership onboard leading this by 
example. Congratulations to CE Shaun and Capt. 
Vipin for the recognition and we hope that the 
crew continue to maintain safety precautions and 
support each other in time of need.”   

Both seafarers were on leave during the 
announcement of the award. In correspondence, 
CE Shaun, Winner of the MaritimeSG Excellence 

Care award, said, “As senior officers, we must 
always put the team first before ourselves and 
our gains.” 

Speaking about the uncertainty seafarers 
underwent due to the COVID-19 pandemic, he 
added, “The owners, PETREDEC, have been very 
supportive and of course, with ESM’s help, we 
were able to get through this situation.”  

Capt. Vipin, Winner of the MaritimeSG Care 
Commendation award, said, “I am thankful to all 
my ship staff for working as a team and taking 
care of each other onboard during the pandemic. 
I am proud that our teamwork was recognized 
and appreciated by ESM and MPA.” 

ESM NEWS

SIMS-UK P&I third collaboration 
- “Ask an Expert” series 
SIMS Mumbai faculty Capt. Vincent 
Fernandes, Vice Principal represented 
the maritime institution as a specialist 
in the “Ask an Expert” series on the 25 
November 2021 episode, marking the 
institution’s third collaboration with the 
UK P&I club for the year.  

The “Ask an Expert” series provides specialist 
analysis and insight on a range of specific topics 
from leading figures in the maritime industry 
providing the audience a deep understanding 
of an issue in an optimised timeframe. Capt. 
Vincent spoke on the ECDIS perspective of the 
case of CMA CGM Libra grounding that occurred 
in 2011. This incident was recently in the news 
due to the Supreme Court ruling in favour of 
the cargo interest which agreed that a defective 
passage plan made the vessel unseaworthy. The 

CMA CGM Libra used paper 
charts as their primary 
means of navigation.  

Capt. Vincent presented 
the possibilities of passage 
planning errors being 
repeated on ECDIS. He 
also utilised paper charts 
to remind us of the basic 
principles and then moved 
on to the ECDIS to highlight the need to continue 
with similar principles yet a different approach. 
He also provided tips on how the Bridge team 
could avoid making such errors as well as some 
of the best practices to making and monitoring 
passage plans on ECDIS. 

Capt. Vincent had previously contributed in 

UK P&I webinars on Bridge Watchkeeping. 
SIMS has also previously held a webinar on 
‘Synchronous and Parametric Rolling’ for UK 
P&I officials. For future webinars and trainings 
conducted specifically by SIMS, please follow our 
Facebook Group - https://www.facebook.com/
groups/simspostsea/ or contact our Training 
Coordinator at training. sims@samundra.com 
or WhatsApp/Call +91- 9819811366.  

Capt. Mohar Dutta (R) receiving the MaritimeSG Care 
Excellence award from Mr. Chee Hong Tat, Senior Minister of 
State, Ministry of Transport, on behalf of CE Shaun DSouza
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SIMS Mumbai conducts workshop on 
Interpersonal Skills

Expanding its training repertoire, SIMS 
conducted a one-day Interpersonal 
Skills workshop for external clients on 
27th November 2021.  

Conducted by Mr Avishkar Thakur, MR & 
Engineering Faculty and Mr Maneesh Jha, 
Principal, SIMS Mumbai, the workshop covered 
pertinent topics such as the Role of Emotional 
Intelligence, having a Purpose, Dealing with 
Important and Urgent Tasks Further, Effective 
Communications, Synergistic Solutions and 

Conflict Management, Persuasion Techniques, 
Key attributes of a Transformational Leader. The 
session included relevant role plays and group 
discussions to ensure a deeper understanding of 
the concepts.  

The workshop also briefly addressed Bunker 
Supplier Regulatory compliance refreshing 
participants on the National and International 
regulatory requirements. Issues with BDN, 
Bunker Sampling, Fuel Specs and local issues 
faced with Product and Bunker suppliers added 

to a fruitful group discussion.  Participants were 
also introduced to future growths in Indian 
Maritime Sector and digitalization to improve 
effectiveness and efficiency. Ms. Harshali 
Kotekar, Company Psychologist also provided a 
Psychometric analysis.  

Participants were awarded certificates and a 
SIMS pen drive with reading material as a take-
way.  A total of 10 participants attended the 
workshop.  

SIMS regularly conducts workshops on 
Interpersonal skills for seafarers and external 
clients. For future webinars and trainings at SIMS, 
please follow our Facebook Group - https://
www.facebook.com/groups/simspostsea or 
contact our Training Coordinator at training. 
sims@samundra.com or WhatsApp/Call +91-
9819811366. 
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Seventy-four vessel crew changes amid new COVID 
concerns - Continued from Page 1
seafarers within the requirements as set forth 
by the Maritime Port Authority of Singapore. 
Vaccinated Travel Lanes (VTL) between Singapore 
and India have commenced. From 01st December 
onwards, travellers from Singapore and eleven 
other countries including United Kingdom, South 
Africa, Brazil, Bangladesh, Israel and Hong Kong 
will be required to serve a mandatory 7-day 
home quarantine.  

Many countries continue to have varying 
restrictions and requirements making crew 
changes difficult in these areas. Thailand, Taiwan 
and China continue to restrict crew changes, 
South Korea has lengthy requirements and 
restrictions for crew changeovers that differ 
according to ports. Crew change has resumed 
in Malaysia however have imposed conditions 
where crew must quarantine for 10 days prior to 
joining and 14 days for those who are signing off. 

Similarly, Hong Kong has its own requirements.    

New developments that may affect crew 
changes in future 
A new heavily mutated strain of the COVID-19 
virus referred to as Omicron has been reported 
in countries such as South Africa, Hong Kong, 
United Kingdom etc, placing countries on alert. 
Several countries such as Israel and Japan have 
placed restrictions barring international travellers 
into its borders and travellers from countries 
with confirmed cases of the Omicron variant. 
According to the World Health Organization, 
the overall global health risk related to the new 
variant of concern has been assessed as very 
high. However, further research is needed to 
understand this variant’s potential. More data is 
expected to be released ahead.  

In the European region, Germany, France, 

Italy, Slovakia, Belgium, Austria, Russia, Czech 
Republic, Greece, Ukraine and the Netherlands 
are experiencing soaring numbers of positive 
COVID cases.   

Vessels sailing in the South African region are 
likely to be impacted due to the international 
restrictions placed on the country. Additionally, 
lockdowns, if implemented may further restrict 
crew changes from occurring in the Europe 
regions. As December is also a festive season 
in many parts of the world, it is anticipated that 
flights may be fully booked thus limiting the 
number of crew changes that may occur ahead.  

Crew members are strongly urged to adhere 
to COVID-19 precautions and protocols as the 
Company makes avail of each opportunity to 
ensure an efficient but most importantly, safe 
crew changeover.  
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Executive Group India holds 
virtual Diwali celebrations 
A virtual Diwali celebration for shore 
staff in India was successfully held on 
03rd November 2021 via Microsoft 
Teams.

The event hosted by the Mumbai team, 
commenced with a short Safety Moment. Lt. 
Col (Retd) Sharat Laskar, HR Manager, ESM 
Mumbai welcomed attendees as he highlighted 
the significance of the Festival of Lights. In his 
opening speech, Mr SM Iyer, Director, ESM India 
issued his best wishes for the year end as he 
spoke of the constraints caused by the pandemic 
for physical meet ups. Advising attendees in 
refraining from complacency in adhering 
to COVID-19 measures, he focused on the 
positives, noting, “The pandemic taught us 
new ways of doing things which we are likely 
to follow in future also. Along with chaos, it 
has also taught us some good lessons.”  

Conveying his greetings, Mr. Maneesh Jha, 
Principal, SIMS Mumbai noted how the 
festive season and activities within the office 
increased employee morale amidst the ongoing 
pandemic. Speaking of SIMS, he noted that 
the institution’s focus was on creating synergy 
and value between all of Executive Group of 
Companies.  

Employees from ESM Patna, SIMS Mumbai and 
Ms. Ashwini Kore, ESM Mumbai entertained 
attendees with wonderful and heart-warming 
songs and skits. Attendees also participated in 

games such as “Stay at Home Tambola” and a 
“Fastest Fingers” Quiz. 

Over the days 
leading up to 
the celebrations, 
ESM India also 
held various 
competitions such 
as the Diya-making 
and a Nature-themed 
Rangoli, Kodak Moment and “Sweet Masterchef” 
competition. In “Kodak Moment”, employees 
dressed up in their best for photographs. In 

“Sweet Masterchef”, 
employees and their 
family members made 
desserts for the festive 
season submitting 
videos of them 
making the dish and a 
photograph of the dish 
itself.  

Team Mumbai, Cochin, Chennai, and Chandigarh 
were declared winners for Diya-making and 
Rangoli competitions while Team Patna was 
declared as the Runner Up. ESM Chennai’s 
manning team won best ethic wear while 
ESM Mumbai IT Team, Ratings Team and ESM 
Kolkata were announced as Runner Ups. Winners 
and runners up of the “Sweet Masterchef” 
competition included Ms Jahnvi Thakur, Arc 
Marine with ““Phirni Sorbett”, Ms. Akshata 

S.M.Iyer, Director, ESM India

Pednekar with “Baked Shahi Tukda Cannoli”, 
ESM Mumbai, Mr. Rishi “Custard Bread Pudding” 
by Mr. Rishi Prabhu, ESM Chennai, “Simsimati 
Laddus” by the Samundra Institute of Maritime 
Studies Team respectively.  

We thank the Human Resources and IT Team for 
organizing the event and also the attendees for 
their enthusiastic participation.  

ESM Chennai Manning Team

ESM Mumbai Ratings Team 

population-heavy trends include Shanghai and 
Guangzhou, China; Yangon, Myanmar; Bangkok; 
Dubai; Hanoi; Khartoum; and Pakistan, India and 
the Arabian Peninsula.

Other major cities saw close to half or more 
exposure caused by a warming climate alone 
instead of population growth. These included 
Baghdad, Cairo, Kuwait City, Lagos, Kolkata, 
Mumbai, and other big cities in India and 
Bangladesh. The populations of European cities 
have been relatively static, so increases in 
exposure there were driven by increased warmth. 
The researchers also found that 17 per cent of the 

Continued from Page 5

ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS

cities studied added an entire month of extreme-
heat days over the 34-year study period.

In the United States, 40 sizable cities saw growing 
exposure, mainly in Texas and the Gulf Coast. 
In many, the causes of the rises were varying 
combinations of an increasing population and 
heat. These include Houston, Dallas-Fort Worth, 
San Antonio and Austin, Tex., Pensacola, and 
other cities in Florida. In Las Vegas, Savannah 
and Charleston, S.C, population growth was 
the main driver. In Baton Rouge, La.; Gulfport, 
Miss.; and Lake Charles and Houma, La, it was 
exclusively fast-rising heat. 

The study is not the first to document the dangers 
of excessive urban heat. However, this study adds 
detail to the existing literature on the number of 
people affected in each location and the degree 
to which exposure is being driven by population 
versus climate. This could serve as a starting point 
for urban planners to develop better strategies 
for a liveable city in the face of a worsening 
climate. It could also serve as a starting point for 
identifying ways to address local heat issues that 
could help to benefit the environment on a city 
level. 
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Available for 
free on iOS 

and App Store

Download our 
in-house Seafarer 
App, ESM Crew 

Portal now!

ESM NEWS

Diwali celebrations onboard 
FS Endeavor 
FS Endeavor crew celebrated the 
occasion of Diwali with much joy and 
enthusiasm onboard. Together, they 
constructed a temple of Goddess 
Lakshmi from wood and cardboards and 
held prayers led by OS Ranjeet Pandey. 
They also commemorated the day with 
other activities such as fancy dress and 
rangoli competitions, indoor games and 
a feast.  

Scan to download

To share your happy moments onboard and 
more, do write us at Communications@
executiveship.com to be featured in the 
Executive News Bulletin and also via our social 
media platforms.





SAMUNDRA INSTITUTE OF MARITIME STUDIES (SIMS)
Graded A1 outstanding (Amongst top Maritime Institutes in India), obtained in the inspection conducted by the Government-

recognised independent body ClassNK, Japan (Nippon Kaiji Kyokai) – largest classification society in the world

ONLINE COURSES

For Course Bookings, 
Please Contact:

 
Email for all courses: 

cto@executiveship.com

COURSE SCHEDULE – DECEMBER 2021 

COURSE NO. OF DAYS INTAKE DATES
Advanced PSCOM E-Learn 2 days 5 On Request
MARPOL E-Learn 2 days 5 On Request
ERM E-Learn 1 day 5 On Request
Resilience Self Learn 1day CBT On Request
BBI E-Learn 1 day 5 On Request
DP Induction Elearn 3 days 2 On Request
DP Maintenance  3 days 2 On Request
Bulk Carrier E-Learn 1 day 3 On Request
Navigation Audit E-Learn 1 day 5 On Request
Safety Induction Training-Ratings E-Learn 3 days 5 On Request
Internal Auditor E-Learn 2 days 5 On Request
RCA E-Learn 1 day 5 On Request
BWTS E-Learn 1 day 5 On Request
Type Specific ECDIS Online (TRANSAS/JRC/CW) 1 day 2 On Request
High Voltage -3D E-Learn 3 days 4 On Request
ASPHALT-B  E-Learn 1day/0.5 2 On Request
Wind Mill E-Learn 1 day 3 On Request
MARFLEX  E-Learn 1 day 1 On Request
CCOB E-Learn 0.5 3 On Request
EP E-Learn 4 3 On Request
Log Carrier E-Learn 1 day 3 On Request
Maritime Risk Management(DNV) 1 day 6 On Request
FRAMO E-Learn 2 days 3 On Request
PUMPMAN (CL RM) 6 days 4 On Request
ME 1 day 2 On Request
Crane operator course 1 day 4 On Request
ECP MARPOL E-Learn 3 days 4 On Request
ECP MARPOL E-Learn(rating) 2 days 4 On Request
ISO Awarness training 1 hr Unlimited On Request
BTM-Refreher course 1day 6 On Request
MARPOL Refresher course 1day 6 On Request
Adv Psc Om -Refresher course 1day 6 On Request
ADVANCED ECIDS OPERATION 1day 1 On Request
ERM Refresher course 1day 6 On Request
Colreg 2 days 12 On Request
Hazmat 1 day 12 On Request

COURSE NO. OF DAYS INTAKE DATES
ASCT 3 days 8 On Request
ASOT 3 days 8 On Request
COC (Engrs) 1 day 4 On Request
Ship Handling & Command 4 days 4 On Request
JONSE 2 days 4 On Request
Ice Navigation (Deck) 2 days 6 On Request
Large Vessel Manoeuvring 2 days 6 On Request
Large Vessel Manoeuvring (Container Vsls 11 k TEUs & 
Above)

2 days 6 On Request

ME Engine 2 days 4 On Request
TPCH (Container Vsls under 10k TEUs) 2 days 4 On Request
Basic Training for Ships Operating in Polar Waters 6 days 6 On Request
ISTR 5 days 14 On Request
BTM 5 days 8 On Request
Pumpman 6 days 12 On Request

 ¾ The course will be held subject to meeting the minimum quorum.    
 ¾ Officers to confirm their attendance to the respective Field Office at least 1 week prior commencement of the 

course. 
 

 ¾ Officers once confirmed for the course shouldn’t cancel it except in emergency. Please intimate field office 
promptly. 

 ¾ Officers coming for the courses are required to maintain proper dress code (Smart formals with tie). 
 ¾ 1 Photograph wil be required for each course (T-shirt photo not accepted).

CLASSROOM COURSES

Our future mariners need you!

Calling all Masters with tanker experience for

• Nautical Faculty (Mumbai)
• Faculty Marine Engineering (Lonavala)
• Assistant Personnel Officer (Chennai)

• Workshop Instructor (Fitter) (Lonavala)

Interested applicants apply via www.samundra.com/career.asp 
or email at careers@samundra.com or call 02114-399515/399508

*Please note only successful applicants will be contacted
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Many Happy Returns to the following on their 
Birthdays during the month of December 2021!

CREW BIRTHDAYS

MST DIBYENDU ROY 12/12 IKAN PANDAN

MST DHANANJAY KUMAR 30/12 PIONEER BAY

MST GANESH KRISHNA PRASAD RAMACHANDRAN 12/12 EVER GOVERN

MST MANGESH KUMAR 06/12 MAEA

MST MAYUR SHRIDHAR DHURI 13/12 MARLIN AVENTURINE

MST HEMDEPINDER SINGH DHINDSA 24/12 ARISTODIMOS

MST RAHUL JAMWAL 31/12 KIKYO

MST MANMIT SINGH 20/12 CHOLA TREASURE

MST VIKASH KUMAR 14/12 CITY OF TOKYO

CO KAPIL SOOD 09/12 AFRAMAX RIVIERA

CO ARUN GEORGE ANTONY 08/12 THE JUDGE

CO SIVA DHARMARAJ ARIVAZHAGAN 15/12 VELOS FORTUNA

CO SURESH BABU MANI 26/12 PLATYTERA

CO SHIVENDRA PRATAP SINGH 08/12 GRAN COUVA

CO PRITPAL SINGH DUGGAL 10/12 EVER GLORY

CO VISHWAJEET GUPTA 21/12 AFRICAN JACANA

CO MUHAMMED NOUSHAD 21/12 ATLANTIC CROWN

CO ARUN KAMBIKKAKATH SASEENDRAPANICKER 11/12 MARLIN AVENTURINE

CO JITHIN SAJEEV 28/12 UACC CONSENSUS

CO DHINESH BALU SOMASUNDARAM 06/12 APL NEW JERSEY

CO MANJIT GAHLAWAT 10/12 MARLIN AQUAMARINE

CO NADIM MOHAMMED ARIF 12/12 SCHWYZ

2O VIJAYAN POUNRAJAN 30/12 CHOLA TREASURE

2O HARI OM KUSHWAHA 20/12 CRIMSON KNIGHT

2O ROSHIN ALLOTE PARAMBATH 05/12 REFERENCE POINT

2O ANKIT KUMAR SINGH 11/12 KANALA

2O SHISHIR VERMA 16/12 THE SHERIFF

2O GLADVIN RAJU 07/12 RENAUD

2O AMAL UNNI THOMAS 08/12 LAPEROUSE

2O AKASH VERMA 18/12 JOSEPH WISDOM

2O DHAKSHNAMOORTHY JAYASANKAR 30/12 SANTOS

JO JAGMEET SINGH 12/12 ARISTODIMOS

NAME BIRTHDAY VESSEL NAME BIRTHDAY VESSEL
CE HARISH CHANDRA BHATT 15/12 RED RUM

CE GIRISH GANGADHARAN NAIR 06/12 CITY OF TOKYO

CE SANJIB NANDI 30/12 KANALA

CE RAVINDER PAL SINGH 08/12 CHEM NICHOLAS

CE PRIYANK MADAN 14/12 LAPEROUSE

CE AJIT RAMCHANDRA CHAVAN 09/12 GAZ AMARIS

CE PRAMOD SHIVAJI KONDE 14/12 SANTOS

CE HIMESH KIZHAKKEPURA PRABHAKARAN 15/12 MARLIN AZURITE

CE PRAVEENKUMAR RAJENDIRAN 21/12 VELOS LEO

2E DURAI AMIRTHALINGAM 11/12 CHEM HELEN

2E SHISHIR MISHRA 07/12 UACC HARMONY

2E MRIDUL GARG 19/12 THE JUDGE

2E HARISH KUMAR GURUSAMY 21/12 ATLANTIC GUARD

2E NANDAKUMAR DHANASEKARAN 30/12 EVER GENTLE

2E SUDHIR SAHEBRAO KADAM 12/12 JACQUES

3E SAURABH BHARDWAJ 20/12 VLCC STEPHANIE

3E SUMIT KUMAR 15/12 LUBERSAC

3E AMANPREET SINGH GILL 22/12 UACC SILA

3E MOHD FAHAD 18/12 VICTOIRE

3E RAVI KARAKA 14/12 CHOLA HARMONY

4E NEERAJ KRISHNAN 14/12 ALHANI

4E ROHIT KUMAR 10/12 WILLOWY

4E DIGAMBAR MARUTI SHINDE 04/12 EVER GLORY

4E VINAY CHOUHAN 09/12 EVER FAR

4E PRAVEENKUMAR NEMANI 17/12 TOLEDO TRIUMPH

4E AKASH KAUSHIK 21/12 MAEA

4E KULBIR SINGH 02/12 EVER GOLDEN

4E DEEPAK BHAI PATEL 20/12 ALITHINI II

4E GOUTHAM KRISHNAN VADAKKE KOTTARAM 21/12 MAETIGA

4E HARIKRISHNAN KIZHAKKAYIL 27/12 UACC HARMONY

ENG SATYAM TIWARI 25/12 MOL TRUTH
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Sample Puzzle No #3735 ( Rating : Hard )PUZZLES ANSWERS FOR ISSUE 198

NEW JOINERS

Adding to the growing number of cadets from SIMS Lonavala who join onboard ships managed by ESM, we welcome:

1. JO GARBIT KATOCH  CRIMSON MAJESTY
2. JO DAMANPREET SINGH FRONT SUEZ
3. 4E ARPIT TOMAR  LIN MIARAK

4. JE DILRAJ SINGH  PALANCA MIAMI
5. DC  LAKSHMIPRIYA T. SAJEEVAN  MARLIN AVENTURINE
6. JET  POOJA KUMARI   MARLIN AVENTURINE

1 2 3

4 5 6

New joiners welcomed onboard ESM vessels
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Sample Puzzle No #3375 ( Rating : Medium )

SUDOKU OBJECTIVE

The objective of the game is to fill all the blank 
squares in a game with the correct numbers. There 
are three very simple constraints to follow. In a 9 by 
9 square Sudoku game:

• Every row of 9 numbers must include all digits 1 
through 9 in any order 

•  
Every column of 9 numbers must include all 
digits 1 through 9 in any order

•  
Every 3 by 3 subsection of the 9 by 9 square 
must include all digits 1 through 9

** All answers will be provided next issue.

Across
 1 Bind with something circular (4)
 3 Double-dealer (3-5)
 9 Deep red (as suffering from 

sunburn) (7)
10 Low basin for washing the privates 

(5)
11 Hackneyed (5)
12 South-west English county (6)
14 Container for clothes in need of a 

wash (7,6)
17 From a country in the Horn of 

Africa (6)
19 Jazz with a two-quaver rhythm (5)
22 Total nonsense (that may be eaten!) 

(5)
23 One of the Three Tenors (7)
24 Not mass-produced (8)
25 Foolish fellow — American thug (4)

Down
 1 It’s driven and usually covered with 

dimpled white latex (4,4)
 2 Redbreast (5)
 4 Materialistic — downed my drill 

(anag) (7-6)

 5 Edible root (5)
 6 Wednesday? (7)
 7 Piccadilly hotel (4)
 8 Impassive (6)
13 Resign (4,4)
15 Too perfect? (7)
16 Books with blank pages to be filled 

with photographs or stamps, say 
(6)

18 Elite group in an organisation (1-4)
20 Housey-housey (5)
21 Have a strong desire (for 

something) (4)

Quick crossword  no 16,072

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8

9 10

11 12

13

14 15 16

17 18 19 20

21

22 23

24 25

W O O D B I N E P O N G
A W R A H U I
F U N G I M O I S T E N
T G C I G E G

R O C K I N G H O R S E
C A B G L R
R E L A Y S E Y E F U L
A B S S L Y
C R O P R O T A T I O N
K U I R R A B
P A N A C E A U T T E R
O C K T N E A
T R E Y H A N G E R O N

Solution no 16,071

PUZZLES

Across
 1 Bind with something circular (4)
 3 Double-dealer (3-5)
 9 Deep red (as suffering from 

sunburn) (7)
10 Low basin for washing the privates 

(5)
11 Hackneyed (5)
12 South-west English county (6)
14 Container for clothes in need of a 

wash (7,6)
17 From a country in the Horn of 

Africa (6)
19 Jazz with a two-quaver rhythm (5)
22 Total nonsense (that may be eaten!) 

(5)
23 One of the Three Tenors (7)
24 Not mass-produced (8)
25 Foolish fellow — American thug (4)

Down
 1 It’s driven and usually covered with 

dimpled white latex (4,4)
 2 Redbreast (5)
 4 Materialistic — downed my drill 

(anag) (7-6)

 5 Edible root (5)
 6 Wednesday? (7)
 7 Piccadilly hotel (4)
 8 Impassive (6)
13 Resign (4,4)
15 Too perfect? (7)
16 Books with blank pages to be filled 

with photographs or stamps, say 
(6)

18 Elite group in an organisation (1-4)
20 Housey-housey (5)
21 Have a strong desire (for 

something) (4)
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Solution no 16,071

Across
 1 Bind with something circular (4)
 3 Double-dealer (3-5)
 9 Deep red (as suffering from 

sunburn) (7)
10 Low basin for washing the privates 

(5)
11 Hackneyed (5)
12 South-west English county (6)
14 Container for clothes in need of a 

wash (7,6)
17 From a country in the Horn of 

Africa (6)
19 Jazz with a two-quaver rhythm (5)
22 Total nonsense (that may be eaten!) 

(5)
23 One of the Three Tenors (7)
24 Not mass-produced (8)
25 Foolish fellow — American thug (4)

Down
 1 It’s driven and usually covered with 

dimpled white latex (4,4)
 2 Redbreast (5)
 4 Materialistic — downed my drill 

(anag) (7-6)

 5 Edible root (5)
 6 Wednesday? (7)
 7 Piccadilly hotel (4)
 8 Impassive (6)
13 Resign (4,4)
15 Too perfect? (7)
16 Books with blank pages to be filled 

with photographs or stamps, say 
(6)

18 Elite group in an organisation (1-4)
20 Housey-housey (5)
21 Have a strong desire (for 

something) (4)
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GME 29 and DNS 30 
cadets graduate

Velos Fortuna assists 
disabled sailing craft

Creativity contest 
“Hopes and Goals for 2022” 
for seafarers launched  
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ESM-managed Velos Fortuna 
successfully assisted two crew 
members from a disabled 
sailing vessel, Wind Dancer, on 
19 November 2021 near the 
south coast of Haiti.  

The vessel diverted its position upon 
receiving a message about the distress 
from RCC Miami. As they could not 
establish communications ahead, the 
type of distress was unknown and crew 
members prepared for any eventuality 
while assuming the role of on-scene 
coordinator.  

Prevailing weather conditions were 1.5 metres swells with light winds. 
Velos Fortuna crew were unable to communicate with the vessel despite 
using daylight signal lamps and calls via VHF. Thereafter, the ALDIS lamp 
was used to signal, and the sailing vessel responded by flashing their 
lights. Two personnel of Jamaican nationality were sighted onboard SV 
Wind Dancer. Upon communication, it was learned that the boat engines 
were overheating and malfunctioning.  

The crew onboard Velos Fortuna provided the personnel with food and 
water and assisted in towing the sailing craft. The two crew and the 
disabled craft were safely handed over to the Haitian Coast Guard. The 
Joint Rescue Coordination Center of Port-au-Prince appreciated the efforts 
of the crew.  

At Executive, our consistent emphasis on safety awareness and 
preparedness via education, training, and emergency drills enables our 
crew to respond to any crises at sea readily. We commend Captain Suyash 
Prakash, CE Anand Natarajan, and the crew of Velos Fortuna for their 
display of excellent seamanship. 

A new creativity competition for all sailing staff titled “Hopes and Goals for 
2022” has been launched. Participants are encouraged to submit a video 
(not exceeding two minutes) sharing their hopes and goals and how they 
plan to achieve them in the new year by 15th January 2022. Contents of 
the video may include voice-overs, musical renditions by the crew, interview 
style, photo compilations etc. Rally your crew and get creative!

The results of the competition will be announced in the Executive News Bulletin February Issue 
and winning entries will be shared on Executive Group social media platforms as well.  The 
campaign is open to vessel and/or group submissions onboard.  

A total of 118 Cadets from the 30th batch of Diploma in 
Nautical sciences (DNS) course, including three female cadets, 
and 29th batch of Graduate Marine Engineering (GME) 
course have successfully graduated. Passing out ceremonies 
were held on 02nd and 16th November 2021 respectively 
at the SIMS Lonavala campus, in line with current COVID-19 
precautionary measures. Mr SM Iyer, Director, ESM India and 
Capt. Sumit Sahni, Assistant Director graced the individual 
occasions as Chief Guests.

At the GME ceremony, Mr Iyer rendered advice to cadets on clearing 
competency examinations. Subjects like naval architecture and ship 
construction basics were critical components, he noted. Mr Maneesh Jha, 
Principal, SIMS Mumbai advised cadets to always consider factors such 
as hygiene and personal safety and to refrain from impatience in carrying 
out tasks. He also encouraged honesty and integrity within the profession.  

Capt. Sahni at the graduation event, welcomed the DNS cadets to the next 
phase of their maritime careers. “The way ahead is not a bed of roses, but 
surely something which you all shall enjoy doing, learning and proving 
your worth”, he said. He encouraged cadets to be respectful and remain 
positive throughout their journeys.  

After a prize-giving ceremony, the events ended with a vote of thanks 
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